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Unravelling history at the
Colombo Art Biennale
KURCHI DASGUPTA 

 V Santosh's Effigies of Turbulent Yesterdays (2011-2013) is headless hero spurts blood from the neck astride a strapping horse – 
perhaps the most immediately striking, consumable and pre- its metonymic resonances verging on the banal, the piece works Tdictable piece at the Colombo Art Biennale (CAB) that ran thanks to the LED timers spread across the horse's body, rump to nose. 

from January 30 to February 9, dispersed across seven venues in Resisting the urge to correspond the timings to specific time zones, 
Colombo, Sri Lanka's capital city. Working around the theme of Mak- Santosh has kept the timings random, which introduces an irreduc-
ing History, or rather 'Re-Making' it (as some of the signage let on), ible element to an otherwise smoothly decipherable comment on the 
CAB's third edition brought forth an exciting mosaic of international relation between state power, propaganda and the subject. 
works from across the globe alongside a strong local presence. Effi-  Chock-a-bloc with works that turn on the individual's right to 
gies was the centre piece at Park Street Mews, a renovated warehouse subjectivity, and more often its lack thereof, the pressing discourse 
in a fashionable alley, and overwhelmed it somewhat. Questioning seemed to orbit around migrant labour. Be it Rakhi Peswani's installa-
the ideology behind state sponsored monuments and the discourse of tion involving giant calico bags hung in rows and stuffed with cotton 
masculine power and violence that such monuments perpetuate, a and synthetic wool – unevenly stained in shades of coffee reminis-

                      
                    

                      
                         

                      
                   

             
                   
                    

                
                     
                  

                       

Rakhi Peswani, Inside the
Melancholic Object (An Elegy
for a Migrant Worker), 
cotton, calico, coffee
and synthetic wool,

2014.dimensions variable, 
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cent of sweat, Inside the Melancholic Object (an elegy for a migrant migrant workers. Like a massive garland strung together for a victori-
worker) is geared towards pushing the viewer into emotional empa- ous leader, the installation is a chilling visual metaphor for the 
thy with the long suffering bonded labourers toiling away at the many immense contribution of migrant workers the world over towards the 
tea/coffee plantations of colonial Sri Lanka. The piece runs the risk of economies of many a developed nation today – often it is they who 
slipping into sentimentality, which is not particularly mitigated by its form the material backbone of a country – and upholds the curatorial 
recognizable indebtedness to Ernesto Neto's works seen the world philosophy that 'futures cannot be imagined without the people who 
over. In contrast, stood out the nine stark photo-portraits taken from inhabit it.' 
Qatar's nearly a million strong migrant labour population. Khalifa Al Absolute, masculinist, state power as the defining discourse of 
Obaidly documents and conserves history in his homeland and South Asian colonial history is central to both Sri Lankan Pala 
Tagged (2009) is poignant in its objectification of the individual Pothupithiye's and Bangladesh's Mahbubur Rahman's works. 
through ISBN codes painted on their otherwise contented faces. In Pothupithiye was exhibiting an entire series at the central venue, the 
Nepal's Sunil Sigdel's Spine (2014), the individual disappears com- JDA Perera Gallery. His paintings were mixed media reworkings of 
pletely and is replaced by hundreds of workers' gloves sourced from official maps of Sri Lanka and South Asia and were probably the bien-

   
   

    
  

  
  

Anthony Haughey, Class of ‘73, 
found photograph of a classroom 
at a primary school in Peje, Kosova,
1999, 120 cm x 70 cm, 2014.

Khalifa Al-Obaidly,
Tagged 1-9, prints on RC
paper,  2009.100x66cm,
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